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I've been using the HQ player on my Audi Tt and for basic/lighter listening its been excellent, but again its a
much lighter/bruising option than lots of other players out there. I have been using your review for inputs as to

which equipment Im going to test it on next. As for no sound, what is the position of the HQP volume control knob
If you are using something other (e.g. preamp) than HQP to control the volume, then typically the HQP volume
knob can be max'd out (full clockwise). This assumes you haven't changed the Max Vol. setting in the Settings

panel. Again, if you can provide a screenshot of HQP main and settings panel, we can see where you are. I prefer
a warm-blooded tone. Just did another test (Alicia Keys Falling and Womans Worth from Unplugged album) at 4x
upscale. The tone on the HMS is far more accurate IMO. You hear more definitions from low-end as well. Cymbals
have more metal to it and vocal overlays are sweeter. I still think the HMS performs better overall vs sinc-L and
LNS15. The HQPlayer is smoother, zero grainbut doesnt color the voices and instruments properly. It also doesnt
breathe into the room like the HMS. Also, the background of the HMS is quieter which helps with separation. Ive

stood 4 ft away while she was performing a few years backthe HMS reminds me of her stage presencethe
HQPlayer does not. When I power up with the 4112 and hook up HDMI to my monitor from the Pi output, I do see

the startup screen and the loading of all components and daemons and such. But nothing I plug into USB is
operational. My wired keyboard, for example, lights up NUM, CAPS, and Scroll LOCK LEDs but is not recognized.
My wireless keyboard and mouse is the same. It's as if my Pi4 USB ports are somehow different, maybe I tried
both USB 2.0 and 3.0 ports to be safe, but they all acted similarly. And, to no surprise, in this state even with

updated firmware, my HQ Player instance finds the Pi4 on the network but it does not detect any USB connected
DAC.
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